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The go-to guide for small-business owners and entrepreneurs to discover exactly what
consumers want to buy and how to get it to them. As a small-business owner, entrepreneur, or
marketer, are you absolutely certain that you know what your customer wants? And even if you
know what your customer wants, are you sure that you are able to clearly communicate that
you offer the exact thing that they are seeking? In this best-selling book, Ryan Levesque lays
out his proven, repeatable, yet slightly counterintuitive, methodology for understanding the core
wants and motivations of your customer. Levesque's Ask Method provides a way to discover
what customers want to buy by guiding them through a series of questions and customizing a
solution from them so they are more likely to purchase from you. And all through a completely
automated process that does not require one-on-one conversations with every single
customer. The Ask method has generated over $100 million in online sales across 23 different
industries and counting. Now it is your turn to use it to create a funnel, skyrocket your online
income, and create a mass of dedicated fans for you and your company in the process.
Mathematical card effects offer both beginning and experienced magicians an opportunity to
entertain with a minimum of props. Featuring mostly original creations, Mathematical Card
Magic: Fifty-Two New Effects presents an entertaining look at new mathematically based card
tricks. Each chapter contains four card effects, generally starting with simple applications of a
particular mathematical principle and ending with more complex ones. Practice a handful of the
introductory effects and, in no time, you’ll establish your reputation as a "mathemagician."
Delve a little deeper into each chapter and the mathematics gets more interesting. The author
explains the mathematics as needed in an easy-to-follow way. He also provides additional
details, background, and suggestions for further explorations. Suitable for recreational math
buffs and amateur card lovers or as a text in a first-year seminar, this color book offers a
diverse collection of new mathemagic principles and effects.
In LSAT Logic Games Prep 2022, Kaplan's unique instruction combines real LSAT PrepTest
questions with exercises and drills to help you understand every type of Logic Game through
the eyes of the testmaker. This book is up-to-date with the Digital LSAT, and it is designed
especially for the self-prep student — compatible with the testmaker’s digital practice tool and
well-known free prep resources. Most students view Logic Games as the toughest section of
the LSAT. Our guide features exclusive data on test taker performance and recent LSAT
trends to help you avoid surprises on test day. You’ll get complete explanations, focused
strategies, and targeted review to help you master the Logic Games section of the LSAT. We
are so certain that LSAT Logic Games Prep offers all the knowledge you need to excel on the
LSAT that we guarantee it: after studying with the online resources and book, you'll score
higher on the LSAT—or you'll get your money back. Essential Strategies and Practice Logic
Games strategies will help you tackle the toughest games with the most advanced twists or if
you just need more help with the basics to get started. Kaplan’s LSAT experts share practical
tips for using LSAC’s popular digital practice tool and the most widely used free online
resources. Official LSAT PrepTest practice questions let you get comfortable with the test
format. Study plans will help you make the most of your practice time, regardless of how much
time that is. Our exclusive data-driven learning strategies help you focus on what you need to
study. Diagnostic tools analyze individual strengths and weaknesses by game type, so you can
personalize your prep. LSAT Training Camp features hundreds of quick, skills-based practice
drills so you can refine your approach to the Logic Games section. Interactive online instructorled workshops give expert review. A comprehensive course preview features online test
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Logic Games Prep comes with access to an episode from Kaplan's award-winning LSAT
Channel, which features one of Kaplan's top LSAT teachers. We know the test: Kaplan's
expert LSAT faculty teach the world's most popular LSAT course, and more people get into law
school with a Kaplan LSAT course than with all other major test prep companies combined.
Kaplan's experts ensure our practice questions and study materials are true to the test. We
invented test prep—Kaplan (www.kaptest.com) has been helping students for 80 years. Our
proven strategies have helped legions of students achieve their dreams.
Have you ever been involved in a contentious, fruitless discussion about politics, science, or
current events with a coworker, friend, or family member? Thinking Rationally in an Irrational
World, by author Alex Burdeshaw, explores why those conversations get so contentious, and
he offers easily applicable ways to make such talks less tense and more fruitful for everyone
involved. Burdeshaw discusses the major factors that exacerbate a person’s lack of rational,
critical thinking skills. He offers a variety of culprits, including the flawed education system,
poor dietary and exercise habits, the hyperpolarization and groupthink mentalities of the media,
and the collective lack of well-trained interpersonal skills. In Thinking Rationally in an Irrational
World, Burdeshaw proposes possible solutions to combat each of these identified areas.
Master the science of funnel building to grow your company online with sales funnels in this
updated edition from the $100M entrepreneur and co-founder of the software company
ClickFunnels. DotCom Secrets is not just another "how-to" book on internet marketing. This
book is not about getting more traffic to your website--yet the secrets you'll learn will help you
to get exponentially more traffic than ever before. This book is not about increasing your
conversions--yet these secrets will increase your conversions more than any headline tweak or
split test you could ever hope to make. Low traffic or low conversion rates are symptoms of a
much greater problem that's a little harder to see (that's the bad news), but a lot easier to &?x
(that's the good news). What most businesses really have is a "funnel" problem. Your funnel is
the online process that you take your potential customers through to turn them into actual
customers. Everyone has a funnel (even if they don't realize it), and yours is either bringing
more customers to you, or repelling them. In this updated edition, Russell Brunson, CEO and
co-founder of the multimillion-dollar software company ClickFunnels, reveals his greatest
secrets to generating leads and selling products and services after running tens of thousands
of his own split tests. Stop repelling potential customers. Implement these processes, funnels,
frameworks, and scripts now so you can fix your funnel, turn it into the most profitable member
of your team, and grow your company online.
The author shares a series of tests along with insights from entrepreneurs on how to
investigate the viability of a new business idea before trying to launch the business.
Kaplan's LSAT Logic Games Prep 2020–2021 is updated to reflect the Digital LSAT. You’ll get
practical tips on using the digital interface from our LSAT experts who have explored the new
software extensively. Kaplan's unique instruction combines real LSAT PrepTest questions with
exercises and drills to help you understand every type of Logic Game through the eyes of the
testmaker. Most students view logic games as the toughest section of the LSAT. Our guide
features exclusive data on test taker performance and recent LSAT trends to help you avoid
surprises on test day. You’ll get complete explanations, focused strategies, and targeted
review to help you master the Logic Games section of the LSAT. We are so certain that LSAT
Logic Games Prep offers all the knowledge you need to excel on the LSAT that we guarantee
it: after studying with the online resources and book, you'll score higher on the LSAT—or you'll
get your money back. Essential Strategies and Practice Logic Games strategies will help you
no matter what your level—whether you’re ready to tackle the toughest games with the most
advanced twists or you’re looking for more help with the basics to get started. Official LSAT
PrepTest practice questions let you get comfortable with the test format. Study plans will help
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data-driven learning strategies help you focus on what you need to study. Diagnostic tools
analyze individual strengths and weaknesses by game type, so you can personalize your prep.
LSAT Training Camp features hundreds of quick, skills-based practice drills so you can refine
your approach to the Logic Games section. Interactive online instructor-led workshops give
expert review. A comprehensive course preview features online test analytics that analyze your
performance by section and question type for the June 2007 PrepTest. Expert Guidance LSAT
Logic Games Prep comes with access to an episode from Kaplan's award-winning LSAT
Channel, which features one of Kaplan's top LSAT teachers. We know the test: Kaplan's
expert LSAT faculty teach the world's most popular LSAT course, and more people get into law
school with a Kaplan LSAT course than with all other major test prep companies combined.
Kaplan's experts ensure our practice questions and study materials are true to the test. We
invented test prep—Kaplan (www.kaptest.com) has been helping students for 80 years. Our
proven strategies have helped legions of students achieve their dreams. The previous edition
of this book was titled LSAT Logic Games Unlocked 2018–2019.
A revised and updated edition of the best-selling go-to guide for small-business owners and
entrepreneurs seeking to discover exactly what consumers want to buy and how to get it to
them. As a small-business owner, entrepreneur, or marketer, are you absolutely certain that
you know what your customer wants? And even if you know what your customer wants, are
you sure that you are able to clearly communicate that you offer the exact thing that they are
seeking? In this revised and updated edition of his best-selling book, Ryan Levesque lays out
his proven, repeatable, yet slightly counterintuitive, methodology for understanding the core
wants and motivations of your customer. Levesque's Ask Method provides a way to discover
what customers want to buy by guiding them through a series of questions and customizing a
solution from them so they are more likely to purchase from you. And all through a completely
automated process that does not require one-on-one conversations with every single
customer. The Ask method has generated over $100 million in online sales across 23 different
industries and counting. Now it is your turn to use it to create a funnel, skyrocket your online
income, and create a mass of dedicated fans for you and your company in the process.

Kaplan's LSAT Logic Games Unlocked 2018-2019 contains more official LSAT
questions than any other book on the market, plus focused strategies and
targeted review to help you master the Logic Games section of the LSAT.
Students view Logic Games as the toughest section of the LSAT, and Kaplan's
unique instruction combines real LSAT PrepTest questions with drills and
strategies to help you understand every type of logic game through the eyes of
the test-maker. Our guide features exclusive data on test-taker performance and
recent LSAT trends to help you avoid surprises on test day. We are so certain
that LSAT Logic Games Unlocked offers all the knowledge you need to excel on
the LSAT that we guarantee it: After studying with the online resources and book,
you'll score higher on the LSAT—or you'll get your money back. The Best Review
Logic Games strategies for students at all levels, whether you're a beginner and
starting with the basics, or you're ready to tackle the most advanced concepts
and the toughest logic games Official LSAT PrepTest practice questions help you
feel comfortable with the test format Study plans to help you make the most of
your practice time regardless of how much time you have before the test. Our
exclusive data-driven learning strategies help you focus on what you need to
study. Online diagnostic tools analyze individual strengths and weaknesses by
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game type, so you can personalize your prep Expert Guidance LSAT Logic
Games Unlocked comes with access to select episodes from Kaplan's awardwinning LSAT Channel, featuring instructional videos with Kaplan's best faculty.
We know the test: Kaplan's expert LSAT faculty teach the world's most popular
LSAT course, and more people get into law school with a Kaplan LSAT course
than all other major test prep companies combined. Kaplan's experts ensure our
practice questions and study materials are true to the test. We invented test
prep—Kaplan (www.kaptest.com) has been helping students for 80 years. Our
proven strategies have helped legions of students achieve their dreams.
Los Angeles magazine is a regional magazine of national stature. Our
combination of award-winning feature writing, investigative reporting, service
journalism, and design covers the people, lifestyle, culture, entertainment,
fashion, art and architecture, and news that define Southern California. Started in
the spring of 1961, Los Angeles magazine has been addressing the needs and
interests of our region for 48 years. The magazine continues to be the definitive
resource for an affluent population that is intensely interested in a lifestyle that is
uniquely Southern Californian.
Strengthen your leadership skills and achieve success at work and at home with
advice from a proven business leader In Start with a Win: Tools and Lessons to
Create Personal and Business Success, CEO of RE/MAX Holdings Adam Contos
delivers a powerful exploration of how leaders process information and lead
boldly, especially (or even) during times of crisis. Packed with the practical
lessons he learned as the leader of one of the most recognized real estate
brands in the world, the book shows you how leaders recognize emotion, chaos,
and fear and transform those negatives into opportunity. Whether you lead a
team of one—yourself—ten, or 10,000 and up, you'll also find actionable advice on:
How to develop effective leadership skills by seeking out situations that require
you to practice leading Avoiding the experience of becoming overwhelmed by
relying on time-tested frameworks to organize your thinking during stressful
situations Overcoming fear and self-doubt by recognizing that your doubts are
only as powerful as you think they are Perfect for executives, managers, and
other business leaders, Start with a Win is an indispensable resource for
entrepreneurs seeking to clarify and accomplish their goals.
"How Big is a Placenta Bowl? And Other Weird Questions You'll Ask When
Planning a Home Birth" tackles your most outrageous and irreverent home birth
questions and delivers practical advice for couples preparing to give birth at
home. From cord blood banking and circumcision to newborn immunizations and
insurance coverage, "How Big is a Placenta Bowl?" answers all your home birth
questions, including: How messy is home birth? How much will it cost? How do I
get the gunk out of the birth tub? How do I choose a midwife? How can I
convince others I'm not crazy? What should I wear? Why the heck do I need olive
oil? Should I have my other kids at the birth? One of the only guides to home
birth written specifically for a United States audience, the book also includes a
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special section for husbands and partners on what they need to know, and it
contains detailed state-by-state information about midwifery regulations,
insurance coverage, and newborn testing procedures. Also included is a birth kit
checklist and a sample birth plan for home birthers.
#1 New York Times Bestseller Over 1 million copies sold In this generationdefining self-help guide, a superstar blogger cuts through the crap to show us
how to stop trying to be "positive" all the time so that we can truly become better,
happier people. For decades, we’ve been told that positive thinking is the key to
a happy, rich life. "F**k positivity," Mark Manson says. "Let’s be honest, shit is
f**ked and we have to live with it." In his wildly popular Internet blog, Manson
doesn’t sugarcoat or equivocate. He tells it like it is—a dose of raw, refreshing,
honest truth that is sorely lacking today. The Subtle Art of Not Giving a F**k is his
antidote to the coddling, let’s-all-feel-good mindset that has infected American
society and spoiled a generation, rewarding them with gold medals just for
showing up. Manson makes the argument, backed both by academic research
and well-timed poop jokes, that improving our lives hinges not on our ability to
turn lemons into lemonade, but on learning to stomach lemons better. Human
beings are flawed and limited—"not everybody can be extraordinary, there are
winners and losers in society, and some of it is not fair or your fault." Manson
advises us to get to know our limitations and accept them. Once we embrace our
fears, faults, and uncertainties, once we stop running and avoiding and start
confronting painful truths, we can begin to find the courage, perseverance,
honesty, responsibility, curiosity, and forgiveness we seek. There are only so
many things we can give a f**k about so we need to figure out which ones really
matter, Manson makes clear. While money is nice, caring about what you do with
your life is better, because true wealth is about experience. A much-needed grabyou-by-the-shoulders-and-look-you-in-the-eye moment of real-talk, filled with
entertaining stories and profane, ruthless humor, The Subtle Art of Not Giving a
F**k is a refreshing slap for a generation to help them lead contented, grounded
lives.
An organizational approach to more effective school leadership, online and off
“Leadership, especially in a school setting, is too important to be merely intuitive.
In this generous book, Steve and Reshan outline a new way of thinking for a new
kind of leader. Recommended.” Seth Godin, author of What to Do When it’s
Your Turn (and it’s Always Your Turn) "If you're a school leader, Blending
Leadership is the book you need to guide your thinking in today's increasingly
networked educational environment. Your students and staff may have varying
degrees of comfort with technology, but this book will give you solid guidance on
how to lead them both online and offline and chart a path to the future.” Daniel H.
Pink, author of Drive Blending Leadership provides all school leaders with a
unique approach to utilizing technology for more effective learning and
leadership. As the online aspects of schools become just as important as their
brick-and-mortar counterparts, leaders must be as effective screen-to-screen as
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they are face-to-face. Drawing from research, experience, and real-world
examples, this book explores and unpacks six core beliefs necessary for the
blended leader to succeed. Between email, websites, apps, updates, tweets,
attachments, infographics, YouTube, and unceasing notifications, most people
are inundated with digital detritus, and they either grow to ignore it or get swept
under it. Effective blended leaders see these distractions as spurs to action,
models, test cases, remixable commodities, and learning opportunities. Blending
Leadership gives you the perspective you need to excel and the knowledge to
leverage the tools at your disposal.
How To Get Connected with More than 300 Million Customers This popular title
delivers an in-depth guide to targeting, reaching, and gaining ideal customers
using the latest updates on LinkedIn. LinkedIn expert Ted Prodromou offers a
wealth of no- or low-cost methods for maximizing this dynamic resource.
Following his lead, readers learn to link with the most effective connections for
greater exposure. Updates in this edition include: Staying up-to-date with
LinkedIn Contacts, Pulse, and Publisher programs Expansion of premium
accounts to help optimize business profiles, stand out in search results, and track
impact How to implement new features like Showcase and Company Updates
pages for extended presence in newsfeeds and with followers Smarter LinkedIn
Search that saves time and money with customized, comprehensive results
Other important topics covered include: Techniques and tips to easily navigate
LinkedIn’s interface Time saving tips on finding and matching data from
businesses and people Expert guidance on super-charging a business or
individual profile Insider advice on getting found through LinkedIn and maximizing
search Professional instruction on promoting a LinkedIn profile The latest
information is illustrated with current snapshots, fresh examples, and case
studies, along with new techniques to easily maneuver LinkedIn’s interface.
Do you ever ask yourself why am I in this job? Why do I keep doing what's
comfortable day in and day out knowing I don't love it? Do you spend countless
hours at work, thinking about all of the things you'd rather be doing? Have you
had that nagging thought, "I am meant to do something else, something big?" but
didn't know where to start or what to do next? Do you feel stuck in your current
position or job? Do you feel burned out or uninspired even when others tell you
how great you are at your job? Have you thought of going back to school, so you
can have a job that you actually love? Reading this book will help you discover
your passion, gain clarity about your gift to the world and guide you on your quest
to pursue something great. In this book you discover how to find your passion,
identify your gift and what you can do to connect with leading experts in any field,
even if you have no industry connections. You will read about other people's
stories of how they changed their lives and how yours will change too. The Art of
Apprenticeship is a book about discovering your passion, connecting to masterful
leaders and hacking your education so that you can leave your boring job and
and find the path to doing what you love. Not only will you be inspired to take that
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first step, you will be guided through the process of finding your ideal lifestyle,
connect to what makes you unique and develop the habits you need to be
successful.
For the New Century Issue of the journal "Theroretical Chemistry Accounts" the
advisory editors identified papers from the first century of theoretical chemistry
and discussed their importance for the twentieth century with an eye towards the
twenty-first century. Sixty-six such perspectives are published in the New Century
Issue. To make this unique collection available to younger scientists for
entertaining reading and re-reading of the original publications, the publisher
decided to reprint a special edition of the issue.
This book examines the implications of computer-generated learning for
curriculum design, epistemology, and pedagogy, exploring the ways these
technologies transform the relationship between knowledge and learning, and
between teachers and students. It argues that these technologies and practices
have the potential to refocus on the human factors that are at the center of the
learning process.
Brian Kurtz is the bridge connecting the bedrock fundamentals of direct response
marketing to the state-of-the-art strategies, tactics, and channels of today.
Overdeliver distills his expertise from working in the trenches over almost four
decades to help readers build a business that maximizes both revenue and
relationships. Marketing isn't everything, according to Brian Kurtz. It's the only
thing. If you have a vision or a mission in life, why not share it with millions
instead of dozens? And while you are sharing it with as many people as possible
and creating maximum impact, why not measure everything and make all of your
marketing accountable? That's what this book is all about. In the world of direct
marketing, Brian Kurtz has seen it all and done it all over almost four decades.
And he lives by the philosophy, "Those who did it have a responsibility to teach
it." Here's a small sample of what you'll learn: • The 4 Pillars of Being
Extraordinary • The 5 Principles of why "Original Source" matters • The 7
Characteristics that are present in every world class copywriter • Multiple ways to
track the metrics that matter in every campaign and every medium, online and
offline • Why customer service and fulfillment are marketing functions • That the
most important capital you own has nothing to do with money • And much more
Whether you're new to marketing or a seasoned pro, this book gives you a crystalclear road map to grow your business, make more money, maximize your impact
in your market, and love what you're doing while you're doing it. Kurtz takes you
inside the craft to help you use all the tools at your disposal--from the intricate
relationship between lists, offers, and copy, to continuity and creating lifetime
value, to the critical importance of multichannel marketing and more--so you can
succeed wildly, exceed all your expectations, and overdeliver every time.
Master the art of what to say in your funnels to convert your online visitors into
lifelong customers in this updated edition from the $100M entrepreneur and cofounder of the software company ClickFunnels. Your business is a calling. You've
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been called to serve a group of people with the products, services, and offers that
you've created. People come into your funnels looking for a solution to their
problems. By positioning yourself as an expert and learning how to tell your story
in a way that gets people to move, you are able to guide people through your
value ladder, giving them the results they are looking for. This is how you change
the lives of your customers, and this is how you grow your company. Most people
who put their products up for sale don't understand that their expertise is the key
to actually selling the product. Your story, why you created this offer, and why
you started your movement are what initially get people to convert and then
continue to stay with you over time. Your message has the ability to change
someone's life. The impact that the right message can have on someone at the
right time in their life is immeasurable. Your message could help to save
marriages, repair families, change someone's health, grow a company, or more .
. . But only if you know how to get it into the hands of the people whose lives you
have been called to change. Expert Secrets will help you find your voice and give
you the confidence to become a leader . . . Expert Secrets will show you how to
build a movement of people whose lives you can change . . . Expert Secrets will
teach you how to make this calling a career.
Now in paperback from the author of Ask, a meticulous step-by-step plan for
entrepreneurs and start-up businesses to choose the right market to serve. What
type of business should you start? It's a question that for the past 10 years, Inc.
500 CEO and best-selling author Ryan Levesque--featured for his work in The
Wall Street Journal, USA Today, Forbes, and Entrepreneur--has guided
thousands of entrepreneurs through the journey of answering. One of the biggest
reasons why so many new businesses fail is because in the quest to decide what
business to start, most of the conventional wisdom is wrong. Instead of
obsessing over what--as in what should you sell or what should you build--you
should first be asking who. As in, who should you serve? The what is a logical
question that will come soon enough. But choosing your who is the foundation
from which all other things are built. That is what this book is all about.
Levesque's meticulously tested, step-by-step process is designed to minimize
your risk of failure and losing money upfront, giving you clarity on what type of
business to build and the confidence to finally take that leap and get started.
Business ideas and practices are constantly changing, but no manager has the
time to read all the business books and articles that come out in a year. In this
book, Ian Mann does all the work for you, trawling through recent business
publications and distilling the most important new insights and developments.
The Executive Update covers topics such as technology and mechanisation; the
structure of organisations; obligations to stakeholders other than shareholders;
leadership; the changing nature of work; psychology in business; creativity; the
importance of simplicity; and the strange world of money and banking; and
strategy in a fast-changing world. These subjects are explored in a clear,
comprehensible way, and presented in easily digestible and thought-provoking
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chapters. This is the ideal book for people who want an easy way to keep up with
the latest developments in business and management thinking, and will appeal to
junior managers and senior executives alike.
From the creator of Product Launch Formula: A new edition of the #1 New York
Times best-selling guide that's redefined online marketing and helped countless
entrepreneurs make millions. The revised and updated edition of the #1 New
York Times bestseller Launch will build your business - fast. Whether you've
already got an online business or you're itching to start one, this is a recipe for
getting more traction and a fast start. Think about it: What if you could launch like
Apple or the big Hollywood studios? What if your prospects eagerly counted
down the days until they could buy your product? And you could do it no matter
how humble your business or budget? Since 1996, Jeff Walker has been creating
hugely successful online launches. After bootstrapping his first Internet business
from his basement, he quickly developed a process for launching new products
and businesses with unprecedented success. And once he started teaching his
formula to other entrepreneurs, the results were simply breathtaking. Tiny, homebased businesses started doing launches that brought in tens of thousands,
hundreds of thousands, and even millions of dollars. Whether you have an
existing business or you're starting from scratch, this is how you start fast. This
formula is how you engineer massive success. Now the question is this: Do you
want to start slow, and fade away from there? Or are you ready for a launch that
will change the future of your business and your life?
"This counterintuitive and powerfully effective approach to creativity
demonstrates how every corporation and organization can develop an innovative
culture. The traditional attitude toward creativity in the American business world
is to 'think outside the box'-- to brainstorm without restraint in hopes of coming up
with a breakthrough idea, often in moments of crisis. Sometimes it works, but it's
a problem-specific solution that does nothing to engender creative thinking more
generally. 'Inside the Box' demonstrates Systematic Inventive Thinking (SIT),
which systemizes creativity as part of the corporate culture."--Provided by
publisher.
True or false? In selling high-value products or services: 'closing' increases your chance of
success; it is essential to describe the benefits of your product or service to the customer;
objection handling is an important skill; open questions are more effective than closed
questions. All false, says this provocative book. Neil Rackham and his team studied more than
35,000 sales calls made by 10,000 sales people in 23 countries over 12 years. Their findings
revealed that many of the methods developed for selling low-value goods just don‘t work for
major sales. Rackham went on to introduce his SPIN-Selling method. SPIN describes the
whole selling process: Situation questions Problem questions Implication questions Needpayoff questions SPIN-Selling provides you with a set of simple and practical techniques which
have been tried in many of today‘s leading companies with dramatic improvements to their
sales performance.
The Wall Street Journal bestseller—a Financial Times Business Book of the Month and named
by The Washington Post as “One of the 11 Leadership Books to Read in 2018”—is “a
refreshingly data-based, clearheaded guide” (Publishers Weekly) to individual performance,
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Why do
some people perform better at work than others?
This deceptively simple question continues to confound professionals in all sectors of the
workforce. Now, after a unique, five-year study of more than 5,000 managers and employees,
Morten Hansen reveals the answers in his “Seven Work Smarter Practices” that can be
applied by anyone looking to maximize their time and performance. Each of Hansen’s seven
practices is highlighted by inspiring stories from individuals in his comprehensive study. You’ll
meet a high school principal who engineered a dramatic turnaround of his failing high school; a
rural Indian farmer determined to establish a better way of life for women in his village; and a
sushi chef, whose simple preparation has led to his unassuming restaurant being awarded the
maximum of three Michelin stars. Hansen also explains how the way Alfred Hitchcock filmed
Psycho and the 1911 race to become the first explorer to reach the South Pole both illustrate
the use of his seven practices. Each chapter “is intended to inspire people to be better
workers…and improve their own work performance” (Booklist) with questions and key insights
to allow you to assess your own performance and figure out your work strengths, as well as
your weaknesses. Once you understand your individual style, there are mini-quizzes,
questionnaires, and clear tips to assist you focus on a strategy to become a more productive
worker. Extensive, accessible, and friendly, Great at Work will help us “reengineer our work
lives, reduce burnout, and improve performance and job satisfaction” (Psychology Today).
Balancing theory with application and featuring an engaging, student-friendly writing style, the
TENTH EDITION of COMPARATIVE POLITICS uses a unique theme--Domestic Responses to
Global Challenges--to introduce key concepts and examine the growing interdependence of
strong and weak states. COMPARATIVE POLITICS takes an in-depth look at fourteen
countries, framed within broader discussions in the part-opening chapters on Industrialized
Democracies, Current and Former Communist Regimes, and The Global South. The
introduction establishes a comparative structure based on five themes: conflict,
democratization, economic liberalization, globalization, and challenges, which are then
explored for each country. The countries discussed are categorized by economic development,
helping students hone their skills of comparison, synthesis, and interpretation by studying
countries of similar economic status. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Why does an entrepreneur struggling through 80 hours a week only make half as much as
another working no more than 40? What actions determine whether you end up with a small
business pulling in five figures a year or a billion-dollar behemoth blazing a path to market
dominance? As an entrepreneur, you're told the secret to success is working hard and fighting
your way to the top. But what if this advice came from all the wrong people and places? What if
there was more to the success stories you read in magazines, watch on TV or hear on the
radio? Uncovering the true secret to success is marketing expert Charles E. Gaudet II's
obsession. Gaudet discovered nearly every great organization - whether Apple, Nordstrom,
Zappos, FedEx or Disney - follows a stunningly similar formula. And surprisingly, this approach
defies the principles followed by most entrepreneurs running businesses today. Gaudet finally
reveals why some businesses find growth opportunities in any economic situation and others
balance on the edge of failure. His research shows many small business owners seek out
success strategies from other small business owners and, for this reason, most remain small.
Fortunately, today's advances in technology and media level the playing field, allowing small
businesses to compete using a "big-business playbook," even when they don't have a bigbusiness marketing budget. Inside The Predictable Profits Playbook, you'll learn time-tested
lessons from leading small business owners and discover how to: Succeed in a down economy
Become the preferred provider sought by only the best customers Swipe market share from
your competitors Increase margins while growing demand Multiply your prospect-to-sales ratio
Boost customer loyalty and build a raving fan base Create predictable and rising profits from
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methodology avoids gimmicks, schemes or stunts - and you won't need to outspend your
competitors. Instead, you'll focus on optimizing your existing marketing dollars and delivering
the greatest advantages to your customers. Some entrepreneurs want to experience growth
and others just wish for it. This book is for the motivated entrepreneur committed to making
growth happen."
When it comes to the way business is carried out online, the earth beneath our feet is shifting
right now--and shifting quickly. The one-size-fits-all approach is fast becoming obsolete. More
and more businesses are learning that the more they tailor-make the messages they put on
their sites, as well as how they interact with every single user, the more satisfied customers
get--and the more they earn.
Small business owners are struggling to stand out in authority-driven fields. They’re losing
deals to the competition, getting ignored by the media, and missing out on partnerships that
could change the trajectory of their business. Increasingly, entrepreneurs realize that
authorship can help by building authority, generating quality leads, and providing IP that lets
them efficiently scale their business. But most aren’t confident in their ability to become an
author…until now. In Entrepreneur to Author, you’ll learn: The secret to a book strategy that’s
in lock-step with your business strategy How to efficiently plan, write, test, and refine a highquality manuscript so you can tend to your business, family, and personal priorities The ins and
outs of getting your book published, including publishing models, costs, book formats, and
distribution channels The foundational strategy for building authority and the three
monetization strategies you can use to grow your business with your book Using analytical,
business-minded concepts, you’ll gain confidence in your ability to become an outstanding firsttime author, and in your book’s ability to build your authority and grow your business in a way
that scales up without burning you out. If you're an ambitious entrepreneur, business leader, or
subject-matter expert whose business success depends on your personal authority and
professional credibility, then Entrepreneur to Author is your strategy guide to building authority
and growing your business through writing and publishing.
Do you imagine yourself owning a business doing the work you love and are great at every
day? Is managing people a part of that dream? For most of us who set out to start and build a
business, managing people is not part of our plan, yet it’s what most business books focus on.
Not this one. In Smarter Starting, you’ll learn how to start and build a “tiny business.” You can
build a great business making six figures while doing the work you love while making your
dream come true. You don’t have to scale and expand to prosper. In fact, staying tiny gives
you the freedom to run your business the way you want. Written for those who have a glimmer
of a business idea and those who already began, this book will make sure you are set up right
and have a solid foundation to build upon. What are you waiting for? Let’s get started!
PCMag.com is a leading authority on technology, delivering Labs-based, independent reviews
of the latest products and services. Our expert industry analysis and practical solutions help
you make better buying decisions and get more from technology.

What makes a great team? Author, leadership expert, and corporate consultant looks at
how businesses can build trust and achieve high performance. Have you ever been on
a team where the talent was strong, but the team wasn't very good? On the flip side,
have you ever been on a team where not every single member was a rock star, but
something about the team just worked? We've all had these types of experiences. And
yet, it can be difficult to understand what makes one team successful and another one
not. In this book, Mike Robbins dives deep into the ways great businesses build trust,
collaborate, and operate at their peak level. As an expert in teamwork, leadership, and
emotional intelligence, Mike draws on more than 20 years of experience working with
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Kansas City Royals. And, while each team and organization have their own unique
challenges, goals, and dynamics, there are some universal qualities that allow teams to
truly come together and thrive. The book's core principles include fostering an
environment of psychological safety, fostering inclusion and belonging, addressing and
navigating conflict, and maintaining a healthy balance of high expectations and
empathy. Throughout, Mike shares powerful exercises and tools he's successfully
utilized in the keynote speeches, group sessions and corporate retreats that he
delivers, so that you and your team can communicate more authentically, give and
receive feedback with skill, and create deeper connections. We're All in This Together
also features personal stories and interviews with high-level business leaders and
thought leaders to provide insights into an ever-changing workplace culture. *** "For us
to do our best work, have the kind of impact we truly want to have, and unlock our full
potential, we can't do it alone; we must to do it together. If you and your team are willing
to do what it takes, you can build and sustain an incredibly strong culture of trust and
performance, and accomplish remarkable things." -Mike Robbins
New Mobilities Regimes analyses how global mobilities are changing the world of today
and the role of political and economic power. Bringing together essays by leading
scholars and social scientists, including Mimi Sheller and Bülent Diken with the work of
well-known artists and art theorists such as Jordan Crandall, Ursula Bieman, Gülsün
Karamustafa and Dan Perjovschi this book is a unique document of the crossdisciplinary mobility and power discourse. The specific design, integrating the text and
art elements to create a singular dialogue makes for an exciting intellectual and
aesthetic experience. Illustrated by a range of studies which examine the regulation and
structure of mobility, such as the daily routines of teleworkers, Ukrainian cleaners in
Western Europe, the mobility policies of global corporations, and the impact of bicycle
policies on public space, New Mobilities Regimes emphasizes the routes and
crossroads of migration flows as well as at the interaction of mobility and new spatial
concepts. The contributors are concerned with both the positive outcomes and the
disappointments of the global mobilizations in modern lives. This book is groundbreaking in that it calls for the reassessment of the figurative arts in providing
independent and insightful knowledge-generating research on the nature of mobility
and highlights the new appreciation of visual representations in sociology, cultural
geography and anthropology.
Make workplace conflict resolution a game that EVERYBODY wins! Recent studies
show that typical managers devote more than a quarter of their time to resolving
coworker disputes. The Big Book of Conflict-Resolution Games offers a wealth of
activities and exercises for groups of any size that let you manage your business
(instead of managing personalities). Part of the acclaimed, bestselling Big Books series,
this guide offers step-by-step directions and customizable tools that empower you to
heal rifts arising from ineffective communication, cultural/personality clashes, and other
specific problem areas—before they affect your organization's bottom line. Let The Big
Book of Conflict-Resolution Games help you to: Build trust Foster morale Improve
processes Overcome diversity issues And more Dozens of physical and verbal
activities help create a safe environment for teams to explore several common forms of
conflict—and their resolution. Inexpensive, easy-to-implement, and proved effective at
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Book of Conflict-Resolution Games delivers everything you need to make your
workplace more efficient, effective, and engaged.
THE MIND-READING SYSTEM THAT IS REVOLUTIONIZING ONLINE BUSINESS Do
you know how to find out what people"really"want to buy? (Not what you"think"they
want, not what they"say"they want, but what they"really"want?)
The"secret"is"asking"the right questions and the right questions are"not"what you might
expect. "" "Ask"is based on the compelling premise that you should NEVER have to
guess what your prospects and customers are thinking.The"Ask Formula"revealed in
this book has been used to help build multi-million dollar businesses in 23 different
industries, generating over $100 million dollars in sales in the process. You ll discover
why the"Ask Formula"is arguably THE most powerful way to discover EXACTLY what
people want to buy and how to give it to them and in a way that makes people fall in
love with you and your company. In this tell-all book, expert online marketer Ryan
Levesque (featured in CNBC, Yahoo Finance, "The Miami Herald," "The San Francisco
Chronicle," "Mass Market Retailer," "Bloomberg Businessweek"and more) turns
everything you know about customer surveys on its head. You ll discover how Ryan
Levesque developedhis proven system for creating survey-based, customized sales
funnels. And you ll also learn how YOU can implement the same system in your own
business no matter your market. The"Ask Formula"blueprint is laid out in clear and
detailed steps for anyone to use and adapt. Whether you re an aspiring Internet
entrepreneur, advanced online marketer, or established business owner, this book will
both"inspire"you and"show"you how to skyrocket your online income while creating a
mass of raving fans in the process simply by asking the"right""questions"in a
surprisingly different way. For people looking to scale up their business, "Ask"will utterly
transform how you think about consumer behavior and selling online. For example, you
ll learn: How to increase your income by 36% by asking potential customers this slightly
unusual 4 word question. Why most businesses are doing surveys all wrong (and the
one question you should NEVER be asking your prospects) And much, much more "
* Our summary is short, simple and pragmatic. It allows you to have the essential ideas
of a big book in less than 30 minutes. As you read this summary, you will discover the
Ask method, a process that allows us to respond as closely as possible to customer
needs "via" a series of surveys. You will also discover : the art and the way to use
surveys to get concrete information and make sales; the importance of asking potential
customers about their current habits and problems, not their desires; the crucial aspect
of personalizing messages and offers; the process to be put in place to build a real
relationship between prospect and company and to transform a maximum number of
visits into purchases. In today's swarm of advertising messages that fills up the
everyday life, it can be very difficult to attract the attention of customers. The secret:
differentiate yourself by the relevance of your offer, thanks to a precise diagnosis of
their needs. To do this, entrepreneur Ryan Levesque has developed an in-depth
process, based on a series of surveys: the Ask method. It allows him to transform the
elements of Web traffic into loyal customers. *Buy now the summary of this book for the
modest price of a cup of coffee!
Outlines a revisionist approach to management while arguing against common
perceptions about the inevitability of startup failures, explaining the importance of
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What makes a good college teacher? This book provides an evidence- based answer to
that question by presenting a set of "model teaching characteristics" that define what
makes a good college teacher. Based on six fundamental areas of teaching
competency known as Model Teaching Characteristics outlined by The Society for the
Teaching of Psychology (STP), this book describes how college faculty from all
disciplines and at all levels of experience can use these characteristics to evaluate,
guide, and improve their teaching. Evidence based research supports the inclusion of
each characteristic, each of which is illustrated through example, to help readers
master the skills. Readers learn to evaluate their teaching abilities by providing
guidance on what to document and how to accumulate and organize the evidence. Two
introductory chapters outline the model teaching characteristics followed by six
chapters, each devoted to one of the characteristics: training, instructional methods,
course content, assessment, syllabus construction, and student evaluations. The book:
-Features in each chapter self-evaluation surveys that help readers identify gaps
between the model characteristics and their own teaching, case studies that illustrate
common teaching problems, discussion questions that encourage critical thinking, and
additional readings for further exploration. -Discusses the need to master teaching skills
such as collaborative learning, listening, and using technology as well as disciplinespecific knowledge. -Advocates for the use of student-learning outcomes to help
teachers better evaluate student performance based on their achievement of specific
learning goals. -Argues for the development of learning objectives that reflect the core
of the discipline‘s theories and applications, strengthen basic liberal arts skills, and
infuse ethical and diversity issues. -Discusses how to solicit student feedback and
utilize these evaluations to improve teaching. Intended for professional development or
teacher training courses offered in masters and doctoral programs in colleges and
universities, this book is also an invaluable resource for faculty development centers,
college and university administrators, and college teachers of all levels and disciplines,
from novice to the most experienced, interested in becoming more effective teachers.
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